
Sample Plan 4：Incentive tour

Day One - This Is Kyoto -  The Essentials

Purpose

Schedule

Number of participants

Key points

Gather at Kyoto Station

Kyoto Shoujin Buddhist cuisine at a special venue

Kinkakuji Temple – Golden Pavilion 

Kiyomizu Temple and surrounds  

Pre-Dinner stroll through classic Kyoto

World-Famous Japanese Wagyu Beef in local restaurant

2 nights, 3 days

100

Create an overarching theme. 
Incorporate exciting elements into the program.

Awarding people with good business performance records 
in the company.

Day Two - Personal Kyoto - Tailored to You

Costs and capacity vary by season and other factors.
These are only examples. We can introduce companies that can help come up 
with plans to meet your needs, so please inquire freely.

GATHER

LUNCH

AFTERNOON

DINNER

Day Three - Kyoto Shopping Insider -　Special Souvenirs
Group is offered three different shopping areas and themes 
with a coach and an expert guide to the area and theme

At leisure in shopping area

Finish up and disperse at Kyoto Station

MORNING

LUNCH

END

OUTDOOR KYOTO(20 people)
Morning cycling tour of Kyoto’s backstreets 
High-energy lunch at local restaurant 
Afternoon rafting or hiking to secret temples (depends on season of visit)

FASHION KYOTO (20 people)

Morning visits to Kyoto’s kimono workshops to meet artisans 
Lunch in private home with kimono designer 
Afternoon trying some kimono works of art and having photograph
taken by professional photographer

FOODIE KYOTO (20 people)
Morning visits to specialist shops to purchase ingredients 
Lunch of delicious local meal crafted with your own fair hand 
Afternoon walk in Nishiki Market with afternoon tea Kyoto-style

SAMURAI KYOTO (20 people)

Morning workshop on the way of the warrior and weaponry at Nijo Castle 
Lunch at a nearby restaurant 
Afternoon martial arts workshop in special venue

GARDEN KYOTO (20 people)
Morning visits to some of Kyoto’s lesser-known gardens 
Lunch with a garden view

This day the group 
subdivides across five 
optional programmes

DINNER
All gather to share stories over dinner together at 
a Kyoto temple or other special venue

LATE EVENING Bar hopping / nightclub hopping / chartered venue for after-party


